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Goal of this Presentation 

The goal of this presentation is to teach you the basics of the R         
programming language.  If you want to use R, but aren't interested in learning the 
language itself, please see the lecture R Lecture Series – Non-Programming 
Introduction.  That particular lecture shows you how to interact with R by using 
only graphical user interfaces such as R Commander, Rattle, RExcel and RGGobi.  
The lecture that follows this one, Programming II, tells you everything you wanted 
to know about R – in nauseatingly living color. 

 
This lecture will focus on showing you the parallels between SAS and R so that 
you can come up-to-speed with R as fast as possible. 

 

There are several ways to execute an R program, but for this lecture we will stick 
with using the programming GUI that comes with R.  This GUI is called RGui.  
Whereas SAS has its Display Manager with several bells and whistles, RGUI is a 
blank screen with a command prompt waiting for you to type something in. 

 

Please remember that you must practice what is presented in this lecture.  No 
matter how well done a lecture is, you will not be able to go back to your desk and 
write great R code.  Practice makes perfect!! 
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What is R? 

R is a freely available programming language for statistical computing as         
well as the creation of publication-ready graphics.  R is an implementation of the S 
programming language which itself was created by John Chambers, Rick Becker 
and Allan Wilks of Bell Laboratories.  S is sold as a commercial product under the 
name S-Plus.   

 

R is part of the GNU project which means that its source code is freely available  
under the GNU General Public License.  The source code as well as pre-compiled 
versions of R are available at the R Project website (www.r-project.org) for a 
variety of platforms such as Windows and Linux. 

 

R can be extended through the use of user-submitted packages (think SAS 
modules such as SAS/STAT and SAS/OR) and, at present, there are over two 
thousand freely available packages for download at the Comprehensive R Archive 
Network (CRAN) website (cran.r-project.org).  A complete list of packages is 
located at cran.r-project.org/web/packages/index.html and topics cover basic and 
advanced statistics, genetic algorithms, ODBC/OLEDB database access, time 
series, financial computations, etc.    

 

R comes with excellent documentation along with executable examples. 

 

R comes with two interfaces which allow you to run R programs: Rterm, a 
command line interface, and RGui, a GUI interface. 
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Side-by-Side 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

In SAS, your data is held in a SAS dataset.  In R, it is called a data frame.         
The concepts are the same: there are rows and columns.  The columns can 
contain characters, numbers and dates.  Unlike SAS, R has a fully-fledged date 
data type.   

 

Now, R cannot read in a SAS dataset well, so the best way to get data into R is to 
create a delimited file – say, comma-delimited – and then read that data into R.  
Note that it will make your life easier if the first row of your delimited file contains 
the names of the columns.  Just like SAS, do not place spaces in the column 
names.  In this lecture, we will use the infamous Fat Kids data, which looks like 
this: 

 
FirstName,Height,Weight,FattyIndex 

ALBERT,45,150,3.3333 

ROSEMARY,35,123,3.5143 

TOMMY,78,167,2.1410 

BUDDY,12,189,15.7500 

FARQUAR,76,198,2.6053 

SIMON,87,256,2.9425 

LAUREN,54,876,16.2222 

 

Note that FirstName is a character string; Height, Weight, FattyIndex are 
numbers.  In order to read in this data into R, we can use the read.csv() 

function: 
 

> dfFatKids <- read.csv("C:\\Users\\Scott\\Desktop\\R Series\\FatKids.csv") 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Note that this is equivalent to reading in this data in SAS as: 
 

data dfFatKids; 

 length FirstName $ 8 Height 8 Weight 8 FattyIndex 8; 

 infile "C:\Users\Scott\Desktop\R Series\FatKids.csv" delimiter=","; 

 input FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex; 

run;  

Take note that the file location/name must have double backslashes unlike the 
single backslashes used in SAS!!  Also, note that to assign data to a data frame 
name, you must use the <- symbol. In fact, there is no DATA Step in R!  More on 

that later!  Another important thing to remember: R is case-sensitive!! 
 

In SAS, to print out your data, you would use 

 
proc print data=dfFatKids; 

run; 

 

In R, you can either use the print() function, or type in the name of the data 

frame on the command line: 
 

> print(dfFatKids) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 

>  
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Take note of the observation numbers to the left of FirstName.  This is similar      
to SAS's PRINT procedure output (but not exactly). 

 

Now, if you wanted to see the structure of a SAS dataset, you would run PROC 
CONTENTS on that dataset: 

 
proc contents data=dfFatKids; 

run; 

 

In R, you use the str() function to see the structure of a data frame: 

 
> str(dfFatKids) 

'data.frame':   7 obs. of  4 variables: 

 $ FirstName : Factor w/ 7 levels "ALBERT","BUDDY",..: 1 5 7 2 3 6 4 

 $ Height    : int  45 35 78 12 76 87 54 

 $ Weight    : int  150 123 167 189 198 256 876 

 $ FattyIndex: num  3.33 3.51 2.14 15.75 2.61 ... 

>  

 

Note that the output of the str() function is very sparse as compared to the 

output from PROC CONTENTS.  Nevertheless, we know that dfFatKids contains 7 
observations and 4 variables.  Note that in SAS we have char and num as data 
types.  In R, there are many more data types (R calls them modes), as you can 
see above, but R makes good decisions when picking data types.  In the output, 
int stands for integers and num for real numbers. 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Now, to add a new variable to a SAS dataset, one way would be to create            
a DATA Step and then create a new variable based on existing variables or some 
computation.  For example, 

 
data dfFatKids; 

 set dfFatKids; 

 BMI=703*Weight/Height**2 

run; 

 

In R, there is no DATA Step, but you can create or access variables in your data 
frame at any time by using the following notation:  data_frame$variable_name.  

Let's compute body mass index (BMI) using this notation: 

 
> dfFatKids$BMI <- 703*dfFatKids$Weight/dfFatKids$Height^2 

> print(dfFatKids) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930 

>  

 

Notice that we are also using the same notation to refer to the variables on the 
right side of the equation.  If you do not want to use this notation when creating 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

new variables, you can use the with() function along with your equation,        

and the results will be the same: 

 
> with(dfFatKids,BMI<-703*Weight/Height^2) 

 

Another way to create new variables is by using the built-in editor in R.  Let's say 
that we want to create a Gender variable.  Type the following at the command 
prompt to create a new data frame, called dfFatKidsGender, based on the data in 
the dfFatKids data frame: 

 
> dfFatKidsGender <- edit(dfFatKids) 

 

You will see the following spreadsheet with your data in it: 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

If you click on the column labeled var6, you will be presented with the      
following dialog box allowing you to rename the variable: 

 

Rename the variable to Gender and hit the Enter key.  This dialog box will 
disappear and you will be back to the original spreadsheet: 

 

Next, enter the letter M and the letter F in the rows of the Gender column.  You 
will see, say, the following: 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Finally, to save the data, click File…Close.  If you print the data frame, you will see 
the following: 

 
> print(dfFatKidsGender) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Gender 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407      M 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694      F 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668      M 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750      M 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868      M 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699      M 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930      F 

> 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Next, let's compute the average Height by Gender.  In SAS, you would      
probably use PROC MEANS or a PROC SQL GROUP BY to compute the average: 

 
proc means data=dfFatKidsGender nway noprint; 

 class Gender; 

 var Height; 

 output out=dfFatKids_Height_Summary(drop=_type_ _freq_) mean(Height)=AVG_Height; 

run; 

 

In R, you can use the by() function to do something similar: 

 
> with(dfFatKidsGender,by(Height,Gender,mean)) 

Gender: F 

[1] 44.5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Gender: M 

[1] 59.6 

> 

 

The first parameter of the by() function is the same as the variable named on the 

VAR line in PROC MEANS.  The second parameter is the same as the variable 
name on the CLASS line in PROC MEANS.  The third parameter is the statistic you 
want to compute.  Here, we used the mean function.  Note that you can only put 
one statistic as the third parameter.  Now, we could have saved this data to a data 
frame as well: 

 

> dfFatKids_Height_Summary <- with(dfFatKidsGender,by(Height,Gender,mean)) 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

At this point you should have realized that some R functions act like SAS 
procedures; that is, they work across observations and not just within the row! 
 

Next, let's perform a frequency analysis on the Gender column.  In SAS, you 
would use PROC FREQ: 
 

proc freq data=dfFatKidsGender; 

 table Gender; 

run; 

 

In R, you can use the table() function: 
 

> with(dfFatKidsGender,table(Gender)) 

Gender 

F M  

2 5  

> 

 

As you can see, the output is rather sparse.  If you wanted to perform a cross-
tabulation, place a second variable in the table() function: 
 

> with(dfFatKidsGender,table(Gender,FirstName)) 

      FirstName 

Gender ALBERT BUDDY FARQUAR LAUREN ROSEMARY SIMON TOMMY 

     F      0     0       0      1        1     0     0 

     M      1     1       1      0        0     1     1 

> 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Next, let's say that you wanted to place the results of our frequency of        
Gender onto the data frame dfFatKidsGender.  In SAS, you would create a SAS 
dataset containing the frequencies by Gender, then you would merge that data 
with the original data by Gender: 
 

proc freq data=dfFatKidsGender; 

 table Gender/out=dfFatKids_Gender_Count noprint; 

run; 

 

data dfFatKidsALL; 

 merge dfFatKidsGender(in=inL) dfFatKids_Gender_Count(in=inR); 

 by Gender; 

 if inL & inR; 

run; 

 

In R, you can use the merge() function to do this: 
 

> dfFatKids_Gender_Count <-  with(dfFatKidsGender,table(Gender)) 

> dfFatKidsALL <- merge(dfFatKidsGender,dfFatKids_Gender_Count) 

> print(dfFatKidsALL) 

  Gender FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Freq 

1      F  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694    2 

2      F    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930    2 

3      M    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407    5 

4      M     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668    5 

5      M     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750    5 

6      M   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868    5 

7      M     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699    5 

> 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Note that the merge() function assumes that if you don't tell it which        

variables to merge on, it will use the common variables (called a natural join).  
Naturally, there is more to the merge() function and we will discuss it in the 

Programming II lecture. 
 

Now, if you want a subset of a SAS dataset, you can use a DATA Step with either a 
Subsetting If, a WHERE= Dataset Option, or you can use PROC SQL's WHERE 
Clause: 
 

proc sql noprint; 

 create table dfFemalesOnly as 

  select * 

   from dfFatKidsALL 

   where Gender='F'; 

quit; 

 

In R, there are several ways to get a subset of data.  One way is to use the 
subset() function: 
 

> subset(dfFatKidsALL,Gender=="F") 

  Gender FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Freq 

1      F  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694    2 

2      F    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930    2 

> 

 

And you could have assigned this data to a data frame as well: 

 
> dfFemalesOnly <- subset(dfFatKidsALL,Gender=="F") 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

Unlike SAS, R has more than just the data frame.  In R, along with data         
frames, you can use vectors, arrays, matrices, and lists.  These are known as data 
structures.  We go into much more detail in Programming II.  Be aware that some 
R functions return a data structure other than a data frame.  The function 
as.data.frame() can be used to convert a non-data frame into a data frame 

(most of the time). 

 

For example, the results of the table() function are not a data frame: 

 
> dfFatKids_Gender_Count <-  with(dfFatKidsGender,table(Gender)) 

> print(dfFatKids_Gender_Count) 

Gender 

F M  

2 5  

>  

 

So, how do I know that these results are not a data frame?  One way to find out is 
to use R's built-in Help System to learn more about what is returned from the 
table() function.  At the R command prompt, type in  

 
> ?table  

 

and hit the Enter key.  You will see the following help page (next page): 
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SAS and R Side-by-Side Comparison  

To find out the return type, look in the Value section.  Also, to search         
through the entire help documentation, type in ??"search_term". 
 

Another way to determine what a function returns is to use the class() function.  

For example, the variable dfFatKids_Gender_Count we just created is not a data 
frame unlike the variable dfFatKidsGender which is a data frame: 
 

> class(dfFatKidsGender) 

[1] "data.frame" 

> class(dfFatKids_Gender_Count) 

[1] "table" 

> 

 

As you see, the return type is table and not data.frame.  In order to create a data 
frame, you can use the as.data.frame() function to create one: 
 

> dfFatKids_Gender_Count <-  as.data.frame(with(dfFatKidsGender,table(Gender))) 

> class(dfFatKids_Gender_Count) 

[1] "data.frame" 

> print(dfFatKids_Gender_Count) 

  Gender Freq 

1      F    2 

2      M    5 

> 

 

As you see, the class is a data.frame and you now have two columns: Gender and 
Freq (which is equivalent to Count when using PROC FREQ in SAS). 
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As we saw above, you can use the subset() function to find a subset of          

data from a data frame: 
 

> subset(dfFatKidsALL,Gender=="F") 

  Gender FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Freq 

1      F  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694    2 

2      F    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930    2 

> 

 

Another way to subset the rows of data, or the columns of variables, is to use 
indexing.  Indexing is similar to how Microsoft Excel refers to rows and columns.  
For example, Excel refers to the intersection of row 7 and column 2 as B7.  Also, if 
you are familiar with VBA programming with Excel, you can use the 
Cells(row#,col#) function to access the cell, for example:  

  Worksheets(1).Cells(1, 1).Value = 24 
 

In R, you can access the rows and columns of a data frame like this: 
 

data_frame_name[row,col]  specific row and col 

data_frame_name[row,]     all columns for specific row 

data_frame_name[,col]     all rows and only the col column 

 

For example, let's once again subset the data to the females: 
 

> dfFatKidsFemales2 <- dfFatKidsGender[dfFatKidsGender$Gender=='F',] 

> dfFatKidsFemales2 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Gender 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694      F 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930      F 

> 
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Next, let's subset the data to the females, but let's just keep the columns 
FirstName, Height, Weight, FattyIndex and BMI.  To do this, you need to learn 
about the concatenation function, c(), as well as vectors.  
 

The c() function takes a comma-delimited list of either numbers or strings and 
returns a vector.  The results of the c() function are just like the vectors you 

learned about in your matrix algebra class in college.  For example,  
 

> v <- c(11.7,13.6,12.5,-79.6,101.2) 

> print(v) 

[1]  11.7  13.6  12.5 -79.6 101.2 

> 

 

and for strings 
 

> w <- c("FirstName","Height","Weight","FattyIndex","BMI") 

> print(w) 

[1] "FirstName" "Height" "Weight" "FattyIndex" "BMI"        

> 

 

Now, in order to subset the columns in a data frame, we need to use the c() 

function.  This is similar to SAS's KEEP= statement: 
 

> dfFatKidsFemales2 <-  

     dfFatKidsGender[dfFatKidsGender$Gender=='F',c("FirstName","Height","Weight","FattyIndex","BMI")] 

> print(dfFatKidsFemales2) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930 

>  
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In order to sort a SAS dataset, you would use PROC SORT: 

 
proc sort data=dfFatKidsGender; 

 by Gender Height; 

run; 

 

In R, you can use the order( ) function which returns the order of the rows in 

the data frame, but does not sort the data frame itself (unlike PROC SORT).  After 
obtaining the order, you apply it to the row index of the data frame: 

 
> dfFatKidsGender_ROWORDER <- with(dfFatKidsGender,order(Gender,Height)) 

> print(dfFatKidsGender_ROWORDER) 

[1] 2 7 4 1 5 3 6 

> dfFatKidsGender_SORTED <- dfFatKidsGender[dfFatKidsGender_ROWORDER,] 

> print(dfFatKidsGender_SORTED) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Gender 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694      F 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930      F 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750      M 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407      M 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868      M 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668      M 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699      M 

> 

 

Note that order() produced 2,7,4,1,5,3,6 meaning that the second row comes 

first, the seventh row comes next, etc. based on a Gender/Height ordering. 
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In order to determine a unique list of items, you can use the unique()     

function.  This is similar to PROC SORT with the NODUPKEY option: 

 
proc sort data=dfFatKidsGender out=GENDERS(keep=Gender) nodupkey; 

 by Gender; 

run; 

 

In R, you can do the following: 

 
> GENDERS <- as.data.frame(unique(dfFatKidsGender[,c("Gender")])) 

> print(GENDERS) 

 unique(dfFatKids2[, c("Gender")]) 

1                                 M 

2                                 F 

> colnames(GENDERS) <- "Gender" 

> print(GENDERS) 

  Gender 

1      M 

2      F 

> 

 

Note that we needed to add the as.data.frame() function to get back a data 
frame and we needed to rename the column using the colnames() function.  If 
you are using more than one variable in the unique() function, then the 
as.data.frame() and colnames() functions, funny enough, are not necessary: 
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> GENDERS <- unique(dfFatKids2[,c("Gender","Category")]) 

> class(GENDERS) 

[1] "data.frame" 

> GENDERS 

  Gender Category 

1      M        A 

2      F        D 

4      M        B 

6      M        C 

>  

 

Just like in SAS, there are several mathematical functions you can use.  For 
example, to take the square root of a number, you can use the sqrt() function: 

 
> dfFatKidsGender$BMI_SQRT <- sqrt(dfFatKidsGender$BMI) 

> print(dfFatKidsGender) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Gender  BMI_SQRT 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407      M  7.216237 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694      F  8.401603 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668      M  4.392799 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750      M 30.375772 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868      M  4.909041 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699      M  4.876165 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930      F 14.532354 

>  
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If you want to see a (very long) list of all the functions available in R's base 
package, type the following at the R command prompt: 
 

> library(help="base") 

 

There are also functions that manipulate text strings.  For example, if you want to 
create a variable with just the first three letters of the FirstName, in SAS you 
would do this: 
 

data dfFatKidsGender; 

  set dfFatKidsGender; 

 FN3=substr(FirstName,1,3); /* substr(column,start_position,length) */ 

run; 

 

In R, you can do this: 
 

> dfFatKidsGender$FN3 <- substr(dfFatKidsGender$FirstName,1,3) 

> print(dfFatKidsGender) 

  FirstName Height Weight FattyIndex       BMI Gender  BMI_SQRT FN3 

1    ALBERT     45    150     3.3333  52.07407      M  7.216237 ALB 

2  ROSEMARY     35    123     3.5143  70.58694      F  8.401603 ROS 

3     TOMMY     78    167     2.1410  19.29668      M  4.392799 TOM 

4     BUDDY     12    189    15.7500 922.68750      M 30.375772 BUD 

5   FARQUAR     76    198     2.6053  24.09868      M  4.909041 FAR 

6     SIMON     87    256     2.9425  23.77699      M  4.876165 SIM 

7    LAUREN     54    876    16.2222 211.18930      F 14.532354 LAU 

> 

 

Be aware that substr() is substr(column,start_position,stop_position)!!  
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You can transpose your data frame using the t(), stack() and the         
reshape() functions.  Let's transpose the dfFatKids data frame: 
 

> dfFatKids_T <- t(dfFatKids) 

> print(dfFatKids_T) 

           [,1]        [,2]        [,3]        [,4]        [,5]        [,6]        [,7]        

FirstName  "ALBERT"    "ROSEMARY"  "TOMMY"     "BUDDY"     "FARQUAR"   "SIMON"     "LAUREN"    

Height     "45"        "35"        "78"        "12"        "76"        "87"        "54"        

Weight     "150"       "123"       "167"       "189"       "198"       "256"       "876"       

FattyIndex " 3.3333"   " 3.5143"   " 2.1410"   "15.7500"   " 2.6053"   " 2.9425"   "16.2222"   

BMI        " 52.07407" " 70.58694" " 19.29668" "922.68750" " 24.09868" " 23.77699" "211.18930" 

>  

 

Take note that the column names are indexes into the data frame, so let's give our 
new data frame more or less appropriate column names: 
 

> colnames(dfFatKids_T) <- c("COL1","COL2","COL3","COL4","COL5","COL6","COL7") 

> print(dfFatKids_T) 

           COL1        COL2        COL3        COL4        COL5        COL6        COL7        

FirstName  "ALBERT"    "ROSEMARY"  "TOMMY"     "BUDDY"     "FARQUAR"   "SIMON"     "LAUREN"    

Height     "45"        "35"        "78"        "12"        "76"        "87"        "54"        

Weight     "150"       "123"       "167"       "189"       "198"       "256"       "876"       

FattyIndex " 3.3333"   " 3.5143"   " 2.1410"   "15.7500"   " 2.6053"   " 2.9425"   "16.2222"   

BMI        " 52.07407" " 70.58694" " 19.29668" "922.68750" " 24.09868" " 23.77699" "211.18930" 

>  

 

Also, note that since the dfFatKids data frame had both numeric and string 
columns, R changed everything to strings when the data frame was transposed. 
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The stack() function is a simple way to take the columns of a data frame        

and transpose them into the rows: 

 
> dfFatKidsGender_T2 <- stack(dfFatKidsGender,select=c("Height","Weight","BMI")) 

> print(dfFatKidsGender_T2) 

      values        ind 

1   45.00000     Height 

2   35.00000     Height 

3   78.00000     Height 

4   12.00000     Height 

5   76.00000     Height 

6   87.00000     Height 

7   54.00000     Height 

8  150.00000     Weight 

9  123.00000     Weight 

10 167.00000     Weight 

11 189.00000     Weight 

12 198.00000     Weight 

13 256.00000     Weight 

14 876.00000     Weight 

15  52.07407        BMI 

16  70.58694        BMI 

17  19.29668        BMI 

18 922.68750        BMI 

19  24.09868        BMI 

20  23.77699        BMI 

21 211.18930        BMI 

>  
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The reshape() function is more similar to PROC TRANSPOSE, but more       

difficult to work with.  Let's transpose the dfFatKids data down so that there are 
two rows for each child: Height and Weight: 
 

> reshape(dfFatKids[,c("FirstName","Height","Weight")], #keep only the columns you need 

          varying=list(c("Height","Weight")), #these will be transposed down 

          times=c("HEIGHT","WEIGHT"), #names to use in the Stats column 

          timevar="Stats",  #equivalent to _LABEL_ in PROC TRANSPOSE and names the times column  

          direction="long") #long=columns transposed to rows 

 

                FirstName  Stats Height 

ALBERT.HEIGHT      ALBERT HEIGHT     45 

ROSEMARY.HEIGHT  ROSEMARY HEIGHT     35 

TOMMY.HEIGHT        TOMMY HEIGHT     78 

BUDDY.HEIGHT        BUDDY HEIGHT     12 

FARQUAR.HEIGHT    FARQUAR HEIGHT     76 

SIMON.HEIGHT        SIMON HEIGHT     87 

LAUREN.HEIGHT      LAUREN HEIGHT     54 

ALBERT.WEIGHT      ALBERT WEIGHT    150 

ROSEMARY.WEIGHT  ROSEMARY WEIGHT    123 

TOMMY.WEIGHT        TOMMY WEIGHT    167 

BUDDY.WEIGHT        BUDDY WEIGHT    189 

FARQUAR.WEIGHT    FARQUAR WEIGHT    198 

SIMON.WEIGHT        SIMON WEIGHT    256 

LAUREN.WEIGHT      LAUREN WEIGHT    876 

> 

 

First, we select only the variables we want to keep.  The varying= parameter lists 
those variables that are to be flipped, and times= and timevar= tell reshape() 

what to name those flipped statistics. 
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Now, we've mentioned the base R package before.  What is a package in            
R?  A package is similar to a SAS module like SAS/STAT, SAS/GRAPH, SAS/IML, 
etc.  R has over 2,000 packages freely available from the CRAN website at 
cran.r-project.org.  A list of all the packages is at cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/index.html.   

 

Now, before we show you how to install a package you find on the website, the 
following is a list of packages that are already available to you when you start R: 

 
stats – package containing a variety of statistics functions 

graphics – package containing a variety of graphics functions 

grDevices – package containing a variety of graphics devices (similar to SAS ODS) 

datasets – package containing a lot of data frames for you to play with  

utils – package containing a variety of utilities (such as the edit() function) 

methods –package containing a variety of S4-related functions 

base – package containing the core functions of the R software 

 

Note that you can find out more about these packages by typing 
library(help="package_name") at the command line.  Since the packages listed 
above are installed, let's compute the correlation (part of the stats package) 

between the Height and Weight in the Fat Kids dataset: 

 
> cor(dfFatKidsGender$Height,dfFatKidsGender$Weight) 

[1] 0.06209589 

> 
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The way I knew what packages were available within my R session was to        
use the search() function: 

 
> search() 

 [1] ".GlobalEnv" "package:stats" "package:graphics" "package:grDevices" "package:datasets" 

     "package:rcom" "package:rscproxy" "package:utils"     

 [9] "package:methods" "Autoloads" "package:base"      

> 

 

But, there may be more packages already installed on your computer, but not yet 
available to use within your R session.  To see the packages already installed, type 
in installed.packages() at the command line.  This list may be long!  Now, on 
my computer, I see a packaged called boot that contains the function called 
corr() which computes a weighted correlation.  To make the package boot 

available for use within your R session, type the following at the command line: 

 
> library(boot) 

 

Next, let's compute the correlation between Height and Weight, again, but using 
the corr() function in the base package: 

 
> corr(dfFatKidsGender[,c("Height","Weight")]) 

[1] 0.06209589 

 

Since, by default, the weights are all 1, corr() returns the same value as cor(). 
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Finally, to load in a package you find on the CRAN website, you have to            
first install it to your computer and then use the library() function as shown on 

the previous slide to load that package into your session.  

 

Let's install the corrgram package to produce a correlogram (plot of the 
correlations between two or more variables).  To install this package, type the 
following at the command line: 

 
> install.packages("corrgram",dependencies=TRUE) 

 

You will be presented with a dialog box asking you to pick a mirror; that is, choose 
a server located closest to you and click OK.   You will see something similar to 
the following: 

 
Warning in install.packages("corrgram", dependencies = TRUE) : 

  argument 'lib' is missing: using 'C:\Users\Scott\Documents/R/win-library/2.10' 

--- Please select a CRAN mirror for use in this session --- 

trying URL 'http://watson.nci.nih.gov/cran_mirror/bin/windows/contrib/2.10/corrgram_0.1.zip' 

Content type 'application/zip' length 42339 bytes (41 Kb) 

opened URL 

downloaded 41 Kb 

 

package 'corrgram' successfully unpacked and MD5 sums checked 

 

The downloaded packages are in 

        C:\Users\Scott\AppData\Local\Temp\RtmppbtWlT\downloaded_packages 
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Now that the software is installed, you can use the library() function to      

make the package (and, subsequently, all of its functions) available to you: 
 

> library(corrgram) 

 

Next, we can find out about the available functions by looking at the PDF file on 
the corrgram website on CRAN, or we can type library(help="corrgram") at the 

command prompt: 
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Now, let's produce a correlogram using the corrgram() function: 
 

> corrgram(dfFatKidsGender[,c("Height","Weight","FattyIndex","BMI","BMI_SQRT")], 

lower.panel=panel.pts, upper.panel=panel.pie, text.panel=panel.txt, diag.panel=panel.minmax, 

main="Fat Kids Correlogram") 

 

which produces the following graph (next slide): 
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There are lots of ways to produce graphs in R.  We will cover those in the   
graphics presentation, but let's show you a way to graph the Height and Weight by 
Gender from the dfFatKidsGender data frame: 

 
> library(lattice) 

> xyplot(Height ~ Weight | Gender, data=dfFatKidsGender, type="l") 

 

As you see above, you will first have to load in the lattice package.  If you don't 
have it installed on your machine, you can install it using the 
install.packages() function.   The first parameter in the xyplot() function is a 

formula relating Height to Weight (~) while creating subplots by Gender (|).  The 
data= parameter is the name of the data frame.  The type= parameter tells 
xyplot() how to plot the data, in this case, using a line with no points.   

 

The next slide contains the resulting graph: 
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You can even place multiple plots on a graph: 

 
> par(mfrow=c(2,2))  # alert R that we want a graph with two rows and two cols 

> with(dfFatKids,plot(Weight,Height)) 

> with(dfFatKids,plot(Weight,BMI)) 

> with(dfFatKids,hist(Weight)) 

> with(dfFatKids,hist(Height)) 

 

The resulting graph is on the next page: 
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As you could probably have guessed, R also performs statistics as well.          
Below is an example of how to perform a linear regression using the Weight as a 
dependent variable and Height and FattyIndex as independent variables. 

 
 

> lmResults <- lm(Weight ~ Height + FattyIndex,data=dfFatKids) 

> print(lmResults) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Weight ~ Height + FattyIndex, data = dfFatKids) 

 

Coefficients: 

(Intercept)       Height   FattyIndex   

   -397.786        6.899       44.584  

 

As you see above, we are saving the model results to a variable lmResults.  We 
can print the beta weights using the print() function on the lmResults variable.  
We can use the summary() function to see additional statistics such as the 

residuals, coefficients with significance values, R-Squared values, the model 
ANOVA, etc.  Results are on the next slide: 
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> summary(lmResults) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Weight ~ Height + FattyIndex, data = dfFatKids) 

 

Residuals: 

      1       2       3       4       5       6       7  

  88.71  122.64  -68.80 -198.21  -44.70  -77.62  177.98  

 

Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept) -397.786    239.635  -1.660   0.1723   

Height         6.899      3.076   2.243   0.0883 . 

FattyIndex    44.584     12.932   3.448   0.0261 * 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  

 

Residual standard error: 163.3 on 4 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.7492,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.6238  

F-statistic: 5.974 on 2 and 4 DF,  p-value: 0.06291  

 

Note that you can also plot residuals, etc. of the regression by entering the 
following command at the RGui prompt: 

 
> plot(lmResults) 

 

Hit the enter key in order to see each of the graphs: 
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The summary function also produces a summary report for all of the columns      
in a data frame: 
 

> summary(dfFatKids) 

    FirstName     Height          Weight        FattyIndex          BMI         

 ALBERT  :1   Min.   :12.00   Min.   :123.0   Min.   : 2.141   Min.   : 19.30   

 BUDDY   :1   1st Qu.:40.00   1st Qu.:158.5   1st Qu.: 2.774   1st Qu.: 23.94   

 FARQUAR :1   Median :54.00   Median :189.0   Median : 3.333   Median : 52.07   

 LAUREN  :1   Mean   :55.29   Mean   :279.9   Mean   : 6.644   Mean   :189.10   

 ROSEMARY:1   3rd Qu.:77.00   3rd Qu.:227.0   3rd Qu.: 9.632   3rd Qu.:140.89   

 SIMON   :1   Max.   :87.00   Max.   :876.0   Max.   :16.222   Max.   :922.69   

 TOMMY   :1                                                                     

>  

 

> summary(dfFatKidsGender) 

    FirstName     Height          Weight        FattyIndex          BMI            Gender             BMI_SQRT          FN3              intGender      

 ALBERT  :1   Min.   :12.00   Min.   :123.0   Min.   : 2.141   Min.   : 19.30   Length:7           Min.   : 4.393   Length:7           Min.   :0.0000   

 BUDDY   :1   1st Qu.:40.00   1st Qu.:158.5   1st Qu.: 2.774   1st Qu.: 23.94   Class :character   1st Qu.: 4.893   Class :character   1st Qu.:0.5000   

 FARQUAR :1   Median :54.00   Median :189.0   Median : 3.333   Median : 52.07   Mode  :character   Median : 7.216   Mode  :character   Median :1.0000   

 LAUREN  :1   Mean   :55.29   Mean   :279.9   Mean   : 6.644   Mean   :189.10                      Mean   :10.672                      Mean   :0.7143   

 ROSEMARY:1   3rd Qu.:77.00   3rd Qu.:227.0   3rd Qu.: 9.632   3rd Qu.:140.89                      3rd Qu.:11.467                      3rd Qu.:1.0000   

 SIMON   :1   Max.   :87.00   Max.   :876.0   Max.   :16.222   Max.   :922.69                      Max.   :30.376                      Max.   :1.0000   

 TOMMY   :1                                                                                                                                             

>  
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While we're on the subject of packages, there's a package called prettyR          

that produces similar output to SAS's PROC FREQ procedure.  To install this 
package, type the following at the command line: 
 

> install.packages("prettyR",dep=T) 

 

To use this package, enter the following at the command line: 
 

> library(prettyR) 

 

Next, let's use the xtab() function that is part of the prettyR package.  This will 

produce crosstabs similar to SAS: 
 

> xtab(Gender ~ Category,dfFatKidsGender) 

 

Crosstabulation of Gender by Category  

       Category  

Gender        A        B        C        D  

F             0        0        0        2        2  

              0        0        0      100    28.57  

              0        0        0      100  

 

M             2        2        1        0        5  

             40       40       20        0    71.43  

            100      100      100        0  

 

              2        2        1        2        7  

          28.57    28.57    14.29    28.57  
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Now, if you would like to write out your R data frame to a text file, you can use 
the write.csv() function: 

 
> write.csv(dfFatKidsGender,file="c:/temp/dfFatKidsGender.csv") 

 

The file looks like this: 

 
"","FirstName","Height","Weight","FattyIndex","BMI","Gender","BMI_SQRT","FN3","intGender" 

"1","ALBERT",45,150,3.3333,52.0740740740741,"M",7.21623683605756,"ALB",1 

"2","ROSEMARY",35,123,3.5143,70.5869387755102,"F",8.40160334552341,"ROS",0 

"3","TOMMY",78,167,2.141,19.2966798159106,"M",4.39279863138644,"TOM",1 

"4","BUDDY",12,189,15.75,922.6875,"M",30.3757715951381,"BUD",1 

"5","FARQUAR",76,198,2.6053,24.0986842105263,"M",4.90904106832753,"FAR",1 

"6","SIMON",87,256,2.9425,23.7769850706831,"M",4.876164996253,"SIM",1 

"7","LAUREN",54,876,16.2222,211.189300411523,"F",14.5323535744050,"LAU",0 

 

Note that this function places the row numbers on the file as well.  You can 
prevent this by adding the row.names=FALSE option. 

 

Finally, just like SAS Macros, R let's you create your own functions that can be 
used in many of R's own function.  Here is an example of how to create a Body 
Mass Index function: 
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fBMI <- function(pWeight,pHeight) { 

  

 tmp <- (703*pWeight)/(pHeight^2) 

  

 return(tmp) 

  

} 

 

To the left of the <- is the function name, to the right of the <- is the keyword 
function followed by the function parameters, followed by the body of the 

function in { … }.  As you see, my function accepts two arguments: pWeight and 
pWeight.  Within the function, I create a temporary variable tmp that is just the 
Body Mass Index formula.  I then return that temporary variable via the return() 

function.  (You don't have to create tmp.  Instead, you can just place the BMI 
formula in the return() function.)  

 

Here is the function in action: 

 
> fBMI(dfFatKids$Weight,dfFatKids$Height) 

[1]  52.07407  70.58694  19.29668 922.68750  24.09868  23.77699 211.18930 

 

…or equivalently… 
 

> with(dfFatKids,fBMI(Weight,Height)) 

[1]  52.07407  70.58694  19.29668 922.68750  24.09868  23.77699 211.18930 

> 
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Appendix A: References 

 SAS and R, 1st Edition, Ken Kleinman and Nicholas J. Horton (ISBN: 

9781420070576) 

 R for SAS and SPSS Users, 1st Edition, Robert A. Muenchen (ISBN: 

9780387094175) 

 Data Manipulation with R, 1st Edition, Phil Spector (ISBN: 9780387747309) 

 R In A Nutshell, Joseph Adler (ISBN: 9780596801700) 

 Software for Data Analysis: Programming with R, John M. Chambers (ISBN: 

9780387759357) 

 R Through Excel, Richard Heiberger and Erich Neuwirth, (ISBN: 9781441900517) 

 The R Book, Michael J. Crawley (ISBN: 9780470510247) 

 Interactive and Dynamic Graphics for Data Analysis with R and GGobi, Dianne 

Cook and Deborah F. Swayne (ISBN: 9780387717616) 

 Lattice: Multivariate Data Visualization with R, Deepayan Darkar (ISBN: 

9780387759685) 

 ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis, Hadley Wickham (ISBN: 

9780387981406) 

 Introductory Statistics with R, 2nd Edition, Peter Dalgaard (ISBN: 

9780387790541)  

 Modern Applied Statistics with S, W.N. Venables and B.D. Ripley (ISBN: 

9781441930088) 

 Manuals Provided with R Software: An Introduction to R, R Data 

Import/Export, R Language Definition, R Installation and Administration, R 

Internals, Writing R Extensions 

 GGobi Manual (http://www.ggobi.org/rggobi/introduction.pdf), Deborah F. 

Swayne, Hadley Wickham, et. al.  

 cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RcmdrPlugin.HH/RcmdrPlugin.HH.pdf: 

Documentation for the RcmdrPlugin.HH plug-in to R Commander.   

 

Click the titles below to be taken to Amazon.com's website. 
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Appendix B: R-Related Websites 

 www.r-project.org: This is the main R Software Site and contains the 

software itself for various platforms as well as documentation. 

 cran.r-project.org: This is the website of the Comprehensive R Archive 

Network (CRAN) and it houses all of the R packages you could ever possibly 

want.  

 journal.r-project.org: This is the website of the R Journal which is a 

refereed journal of the R Project and contains articles on a variety of 

topics related to R. 

 rwiki.sciviews.org/doku.php: This is the R Wiki website and houses a variety 

of searchable content. 

 sourceforge.net: This is the main SourceForge website and contains free 

software not necessarily related to R (but does contain a lot of R-related 

software). 

 r-forge.r-project.org: This is the main Rforge website and contains R-

related development software such as packages, graphical user interfaces, 

etc. 

 rcom.univie.ac.at: R and Friends website with RCOM package and also R 

bundled with RCOM. 

 www.ggobi.org/downloads: GGobi website with free download of GGobi. 

 www.ggobi.org/demos: GGobi demo movies and screen shots. 

 cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RcmdrPlugin.HH: Website for the 

RcmdrPlugin.HH plug-in to R Commander.   
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Support sheepsqueezers.com 
If you found this information helpful, please consider 

supporting sheepsqueezers.com.  There are several 

ways to support our site: 

  

 Buy me a cup of coffee by clicking on the 

following link and donate to my PayPal 

account: Buy Me A Cup Of Coffee?. 

 Visit my Amazon.com Wish list at the following 

link and purchase an item: 

http://amzn.com/w/3OBK1K4EIWIR6 

Please let me know if this document was useful by 
e-mailing me at comments@sheepsqueezers.com. 
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